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Part One: Strategy



My Own Background: Fellow Founder

For the last 25+ years, I’ve had the continual urge to create new things.



The Founding Spirit

These folks started some nonprofits of note – what unites them?



Building the Network

All successful nonprofit founders that I’ve 
known possess a combination of:

o Big ideas
o Personal energy and commitment
o Fundraising knowledge and ability

They also knew how to build a strong 
network - and that’s what we’re really talking 
about today.

It’s a modern word, but always valid.



The Fourth Building Block

When we talk about “communications,”
- we’re really talking about people, stories, connections, 
getting the word out. 

Launch Funding Governance Marketing



Obstacles in the Digital World

Challenges:

o Trust in institutions
o Attention spans
o Budget
o Time (yours)
o Resources

What shouldn’t be a challenge is 
having an authentic story to tell.



Strategy vs. Tactics

You have many 
choices, but what are 
the goals for the 
organization? What 
helps us get there? 
What’s our timetable? 
What are the big 
decisions to make?

Let’s do a 
TikTok!



Planning vs. Acting

While no plan 
survives “first contact 
with the enemy” – ie, 
the real world –
serious planning 
should include 
flexibility and 
opportunism



Communications in The Startup Environment

Too many tasks, not 
enough time!

So many choices to 
make!

Is there a budget for 
that?

How do we know it’s 
working?

What the heck is 
Clubhouse?



Do Fewer Things Very Well

A new nonprofit aims to 
change something important, 
build something new, improve 
people’s lives – it has a clear 
vision for what’s needed. So 
should the communications 
plan.



Example: The Innocence Project

25 years ago, the Innocence 
Project was a small startup 
created by Barry Scheck and 
Peter Neufeld, two Bronx 
defense lawyers. Their Shaker 
solution: tell the stories of the 
wrongly convicted.



Example: The Innocence Project

The IP has gone 
from a standing 
start to $30M 
annually and it’s 
brand is a 
household 
name. Also, still 
telling stories.



Example: Village Healthworks

Survivor of genocide 
Deogratias “Deo” Niyizonkiza
returned to Burundi – the 
world’s poorest country – to 
found Village Health Works in 
2005. His Shaker solution: tell 
the story of transforming one 
village, Kigutu.



Example: Village Healthworks

Today, Village Health 
Works is on its way to 
opening Kigutu Hospital, 
Women’s Health 
Pavilion, a 150-bed 
teaching hospital. Also, 
still telling stories.



Always Remember the Case

Just as the Case for Support is 
central to fundraising – so is the 
story of your organization (and who 
it serves) the center of 
communications and marketing. 
That should inform every decision.



Planning Elements: Brand

A brand is the personality of 
an organization or business. 
It’s the first thing you think of, 
or how you feel, when you 
see a logo or hear its name. 
For nonprofits, it’s the work 
and the impact.

Elements
ü Name
ü Logo
ü Short mission statement
ü Colors and typography
ü What you stand for
ü Your impact
ü Your people



Planning Elements: Communications

Communications are any 
images, video or text that you 
share with others – internally 
or externally. This is 
essentially the act of 
publishing or broadcasting 
your work.

Elements
ü Website
ü Print materials
ü Email
ü Correspondence
ü Videos
ü Webinars
ü Social media posts
ü Reports



Planning Elements: Marketing

Marketing is what it sounds 
like – bringing your product 
(in this case, nonprofit 
services and impact) to the 
marketplace. This can be 
through paid ads, a 
crowdsourcing campaign, 
direct mail etc.  

Elements
ü Advertising
ü Paid placement
ü Campaigns
ü Targeted outreach
ü Selling merchandise



Planning Elements: Media

In our definition, this refers to 
other communications 
channels – especially news 
vehicles – that may help to 
extend the reach of the 
organization. Also called 
“earned media” – but I dislike 
that! 

Elements
ü News stories print
ü News stories video
ü Blogs
ü YouTube channels
ü Influencers



Planning Elements: Audience

Plainly put – who are you 
trying to reach? In my view, 
as a startup, the answer is 
very rarely “the general 
public.” Targeting is essential, 
given your limitations on time 
and resources.

Possible Targets:
ü Foundations
ü Individuals
ü Corporations
ü Influencers/network
ü Program participants
ü The media
ü Public sector
ü Other allies



So Make That Plan

Even if we’re innovating on the fly –
and we are! – even a short 
blueprint for communications is 
important: because it knits 
everything together, from programs 
to fundraising to governance.



Meet Two Founders

SPS Nonprofit 
Management graduates 
Meiske Wahju and Jack 
Powers are both social 
entrepreneurs and 
founders of nonprofits. 
They felt the call to start 
something big.



Meiske Wahju

Co-Founder of 
SabangMerauke, an 
interfaith youth group 
based in Indonesia. 
Using multiple digital 
media platforms to knit 
together a network of 
volunteers and 
participants.



Jack Powers

Co-Founder of Lens on 
Life, which encourages 
photography and 
computer literacy for at-
risk youth around the 
world. Major Instagram 
has increased attention 
for the work.



Learn From Their Stories

As a bonus for this session, 
we’ve created short 
interviews with Meiske and 
Jack exploring their 
challenges and successes 
in communications. (Links in 
the resources section).



Questions?



Part Two: Tactics



Limit Your Palette

Designers, artists, 
musicians, gardeners, 
creators or all types know 
this trick – keep the number 
of elements (color, scales, 
shapes) low for higher 
impact.



1. Email

The first thing you should do is create an email list. 
(Yes, even before your Website is perfected). 
Tips: 
o Keep regular schedule
o Be brief, include strong images
o Option for giving
o Write for humans
o Easy to manage account



2. Friends and Family

From the start, make sure you 
explicitly ask friends and family 
(and colleagues) to share your 
content – and like, RT, share, 
comment etc. Use your built-in 
network – the algorithms reward 
participation. Think of this as “seed 
attention.”



3. Consistent Copy

Keep your writing consistent across all platforms. Use 
the approved language of the case. Some key reasons 
for this:
o Major donors are also consumers of digital media
o Ditto the news media
o Consistent voice makes the brand more memorable
o Repetition is good! (There’s a lot of noise out there)



4. Calendar

Make a plan for 
communications over the 
year and stick to it (while 
also being flexible to add as 
you go). Think weekly (bi-
weekly at the outside). 
Again, repetition is good.



5. Video

Always collect video as you go, as much as 
possible, and use as needed. Some tips:
o You’re not Scorcese, it’s not gonna win 

an Oscar. (Frequency and immediacy 
are more important).

o The pandemic has changed 
expectations on production value

o Going live is a good thing
o Use YouTube as a main repository



6. Facebook

Despite the many issues on privacy, false information, 
and data misuse, Facebook is still where the most 
people are and you need to be there. Some tips:
o Use the events feature to invite people and 

attention
o Tag liberally! (People won’t mind)
o Start with a page (not a group) and provide all 

contact info
o Use the donate option if you’re a 501c3



7. Twitter

Twitter has a couple of crucial uses for nonprofits 
- but I think they’re limited. You need to be there 
if:
o The news media is crucial to mission
o You’re involved in public policy or advocacy
o If celebrities and public figures are important
o Tom’s rule: you really can’t over post – make 

liberal use of repetition and ICYMI loophole
o And use targeted hashtags 



8. Instagram

This is a visual medium and 
– given its rapid rise – a 
place every nonprofit needs 
a presence. Remember, it’s 
quick hits, mobile based, 
“flip through” medium – but 
useful for storytelling and 
brand building.



9. Prime the Pump

Even with a very small budget and part-time staff, most 
nonprofits should consider a paid digital media budget 
from the earliest stage possible. There are a couple of 
good reasons:
1. Targeting – you can recruit an audience by 

demographics, by location, and by interest – very 
easily.

2. The platforms tend to reward those who buy in with 
favorable algorithm results.



10. Media & Influencers

Use the backchannel that social media provides –
just as other organizations are asking money, 
they’re also asking for amplification and attention. 
You should too! Feel free to build a list of media 
people and journalists, and regularly pitch them – as 
well as influencers (like YouTube and Instagram 
celebrities). Squeaky wheel time. 



11. Keep Track Starting Now

Data will matter down the line, so start keeping some 
basic statistics right now. It doesn’t have to be 
complex. My recommendation:
1. Start a spreadsheet for the basic numbers: 

Website visits, email list size and opens, 
FB/Insta/Twitter followers, video plays etc.

2. Update it monthly – that way you’ll see what’s 
stalled and what’s growing



12. Special Projects

There are a number of areas where even a small startup 
can stand out using the tools and resources available at 
low cost. Some ideas:
o Create a compelling digital annual report
o Launch a podcast of vlog series (but make sure you 

can keep it going)
o Build a creative Giving Tuesday campaign that focuses 

on attention rather than funds raised (low goal)



13. Always Recycle

There is no rule against 
using your content across 
multiple platforms – and 
repeating its use as 
necessary. What’s in email 
should be on Facebook. 
What’s on Instagram should 
be on YouTube. 



14. Crowdfunding

Every nonprofit has a crowdfunding plan – the idea 
will catch on, you’ll tell a great story, and the crowds 
will follow. This can be true! But I’d also keep 
expectations in the very reasonable category. And 
I’d emphasis the number of donors over the amount 
raised – and be sure to use a platform that allows 
you to keep all donor data, so you can build strong 
relationships over time.



15. Storytelling – How We Started

It really does come back to 
telling good stories. That’s 
the best nonprofits do. 
That’s what creates strong 
causes. That is what builds 
audiences, wins allies, and 
attracts donors.



One Great Example

Though its scale is greater than a 
startup nonprofit, Vera Institute of 
Justice does a great job of 
integrating its marketing and 
communications across many 
platforms – and staying true to its 
(complex) mission.



















Questions?
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